
Sensory Guide

Accessibility Tip Sheet
If you need assistance with anything during your visit, please notify a museum staff member or 
volunteer. Look for a museum-logo shirt and/or museum badge.

● Family restrooms are located upstairs in the Marvelous Motion Gallery and include changing tables. These 
restrooms may be used by anyone. Changing tables are also available in all women’s restrooms, the mens 
restroom upstairs behind the Admission Desk and in the mens restroom in the Hall of Wonder Gallery.

● Nursing Room is located in the women’s restroom upstairs behind the Admission Desk.

● Sensory kits (including fidget toys and noise reducing headphones) are available for checkout at the Admission 
Desk.

● Manual wheelchair is available for checkout at the Admission Desk.

● All Galleries are accessible by ramp and there is an elevator located upstairs in the Marvelous Motion Gallery and 
Downstairs in the Indoor Picnic Area.

● Maps are updated frequently, but they may not reflect all current galleries and conditions. Please ask a staff 
member if you have any questions.





Marvelous Motion (Upper Level)
PHOTO EXHIBIT SOUND

Amount of sound or 
noise to hear

SIGHT
Amount or light 

level and colors you 
will see

 TOUCH
Amount of extra or 
unusual stimulation 
your skin will feel

CHANGE
Sudden changes in 

sound level or 
flashes of light

Do/Undo 
Camera

Vertical Wave 
Machine

Sand 
Pendulum

Hush-a-Bye 
Air Rocking 
Chair

Marvelous Motion (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Do/Undo Camera: Capture your movements, then see them played backwards!

Vertical Wave Machine: What different patterns of waves can you make?

Sand Pendulum: a pendulum swings back and forth, but is this motion really so simple?

Hush-a-Bye Air Rocking Chair: Observe the many actions and reactions that are interconnected with each other.

Note:
Nearby exhibits (Spindrift and Turntable) can have loud clanging noises
Sand Pendulum uses sand and is a high sensory experience



Marvelous Motion (Upper Level)
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Loopy Lasso

Spindrift

Turntable

Spinning 
Patterns

MARVELOUS MOTION Gallery
Things to know:

Loopy Lasso: Loops of rope dance along the ground as visitors play an unusual game of jump rope.

Spindrift: Let the rings roll and create interesting shadows.

Turntable: Spin, roll, combine or experiment!

Spinning Patterns: Create patterns in the spinning sand

Note:
Spindrift and Turntable can have loud clanging noises

Spinning Patterns uses sand and is a high sensory experience



Marvelous Motion (Upper Level)
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Gravity Well

Magnetic Run 
Around

Little Dragon 
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Peanut 
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Marvelous Motion (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Gravity Well: Roll the ball in various ways within the funnel and observe what happens.

Magnetic Run Around:Strange, chaotic motion results when a pendulum is pushed around by a group of magnets.

Little Dragon Carpet Sweeper: Observe the many actions and reactions that are interconnected with each other.

Peanut Fountain: Watch packing peanuts dance in the air.

Note:



Light Bridge (Upper Level)
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Light Bridge (Upper Level)
Things to know:
Building the SkyWalk: Scroll back and forth through time to see construction of the Skywalk in 2014
 
Invisible Stained Glass: Turn the viewers and see what is revealed. 

Color Filters:  Each colored sheet lets only certain colors through.

Multiple Lenses: Have a peek through our special lenses. Notice that distant objects appear upside down; nearby 
objects will appear right side up.

Note:
Invisible Stained Glass can cause rapid color changes if the disk is spun very quickly.

This area is away from other louder exhibits and tends to be quieter

This long window walkway offers above views of our creek and outdoor areas.



KEVA Gallery (Upper Level)
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KEVA Gallery (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Seasons: Scroll back through time to watch seasons change over the past year.

Visi-Vision: Observe the many actions and reactions that are interconnected with each other.

Pump Cannon: Pump air to launch a ball into the water vortex below.

Crank Cannon: Spin the wheel to launch a ball into the water vortex below

Note:

Pump Cannon takes upper body strength, Crank Cannon requires less force.

KEVA blocks nearby can cause a loud sound when a build falls down.



KEVA Gallery (Upper Level)
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KEVA Gallery (Upper Level)
Things to know:

KEVA Planks: Construct simple and complex designs, for builders of all ages.

Touch the Spring: This spring looks real enough to touch–do you believe your eyes?

Mirror Maze: This task is all backwards!

Selfie Room: Step inside. Take a selfie. Share your story.

Note:

KEVA Planks can cause a loud sound when a build falls down.

Selfie Room has lights that change color and guests are encouraged to take flash photos in this area.



Arkansas Under Foot (Upper Level)
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Arkansas Under Foot (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Underground Arkansas: Explore the rooms and tunnels of a simulated Arkansas cave experience

Quartz Crystal: See one of the largest local specimens of Arkansas’s State Mineral

Fossil Sorting Station: Look for micro-fossils and match them to identified specimens

Rain and Terrain: Build mountains, valleys, create a flood! The world is your sandbox.

Note:
Underground Arkansas is not ADA accessible, requires physical mobility. Guests must be able to crawl 

through a 30-inch tube. Some areas have very low lighting. Can be a loud area on busy guest days.

Rain and Terrain uses sand and is a high sensory experience.



Arkansas Under Foot (Middle Level)
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Life in Mud
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Mineral Display
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Arkansas Under Foot (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Life in Mud: Thousands of distinct species live and breathe (or not) in this colorful bacterial terrarium. 

Mastodon Skeleton: Fossils, bones turned into rock, help us discover what ancient animals lived in your 
neighborhood.

Mineral Display: Learn about different types of minerals found in Arkansas.

Rock Smasher:  Break rocks into dust – or at least try to!

Note:
Rock Smasher creates a loud banging sound when rope is pulled.



Arkansas Under Foot (Upper Level)
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Arkansas Under Foot (Upper Level)
Things to know:

Sauropod Fossil Footprint: Were there dinosaurs in Arkansas?

Geology Field Trip:  Go on a virtual tour of natural wonders in Arkansas

Arkansas Map Table: Soil samples, minerals, topographical maps –  what is the geological map of Arkansas 
underground?

Animals in the Tree:  Who needs trees? Lots of animals do! See how many you can spot in our amazing tree.

Note:
This a quiet area of the museum, with lots of opportunities for in depth exploration



Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
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Camera
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Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Thermal Camera: This camera detects where you’re warm and cool.

Color Thermal Camera: Explore the nature of heat!

Steam Engine: Our antique steam engine is both a historical and scientific treasure.

Giant Blocks: Giant Blocks offer truly open-ended play for children – and adults – to create unlimited possibilities. 

Note:
Steam Engine is loud and includes a loud whistle blow when its being actively demonstrated by staff.



Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
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Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Flywheel Dynamo:  Turn human power into electricity!

Ice Cone: This ice grows out of “thin air.”

Heat Pump: Move heat from one place to another.

Finger Tingler: Be warned: This exhibit is mildly shocking.

Note:
Flywheel Dynamo is heavy to begin moving, may need more than one person to start.

Finger Tingler exhibit does have a mild shock, which may be startling to some guests.



Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
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Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Gasoline Engine Model: See how engines turn gasoline into motion.

Magnetic Pendulum: Copper coils convert motion into electricity - and back again.

Unstable Table: Balance as you build on this tippy table.

Gravity Tower: Shoot the ball to the top and watch it fall.

Note:



Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
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Pulley table

Keep the Beat

Resonant 
Rings
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Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Pulley Table: Build your own pulley system.

Keep the Beat: Experiment with rhythm as you play along with different tunes.

Resonant Rings: Getting rings of different sizes to wobble is all a matter of timing.

Theremin: Make electronic music with your body!

Note:
Keep the Beat requires wearing headphones to hear the accompanying music

Theremin can be loud and produces high pitch sounds.



Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
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Featherston 
Kite Flying 
Machine
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Tornado
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Force & Energy Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Featherston Kite Flying Machine: Observe the many interconnected actions and reactions.

Bernoulli Blower: Levitate lightweight balls using a high-velocity stream of air.

Tornado: Step into an indoor version of a powerful natural vortex.

Electrical Climbing Arc: An electric spark jumps between two parallel wires.

 
Note:
Bernoulli Blower exhibit is loud and has a strong stream of air.



Water Feature (Lower Level)
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Ball Balance

Ball Launcher
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Streams
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Water Feature (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Ball Balance: Balance a ball on a thin stream of water or air.

Foggy Fountain: Part the waters with your finger.

Surprising Streams: Some streams of water behave in unexpected ways.

Ball Launcher: These balls fly!

Note:
There are air blowers along the blue wall to help visitors dry after playing! 

The floor area around the water feature is usually wet and can be slippery.



Animation Workshops (Lower Level)
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Animation Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

3D Shapes: Explore how geometry shapes everything in our world.

Patterns from Nature: Look closer at similar patterns found in nature

Animation Tower: Quick-changing views create the illusion of motion.

Animation Station: Make your own movie from a series of still pictures.

Note:



Animation Workshops (Lower Level)
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As frames go 
by

Animation 
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3D zoetrope

Animation Workshops (Lower Level)
Things to know:

As Frames Go By: Turn the crank to view the film.

3D Zoetrope: Put the zoetrope in motion to animate the scene.

Animation Theater: Take a moment to enjoy stop motion animations created by various artists.

Note:
The 3D Zoetrope operates with a strobe light



Tinkering Studio & KYE/AC Clubhouse (Lower Level)
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Tinkering 
Studio
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Tinkering Studio & KYE/AC Clubhouse (Lower Level)
Things to know:

Tinkering Studio: a safe and fun place to explore, create, and invent through open-ended activities. Often messy - in 
a good way! - tinkering encourages adventure and supports the motto that innovation is possible only through trial and 
error.

KYE-YAC Clubhouse: This play area provides a safe environment for children who are preschool age or younger. 
The KYE-YAC Clubhouse features a replica of the science skywalk with a fun play slide and other hands-on fun for the 
little ones.

Note:



SkyWalk
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Fog Bridge

Musical Bench

Teleidoscope

Adventure Nets

SkyWalk
Things to know:

Fog Bridge: Have you ever wanted to walk through a cloud?

Musical Bench: Make music with a friend!

Teleidoscope: See the beauty of nature in a fun new way.

Adventure Nets: Roll and run in the Rope Bowl, and test your fearlessness on the Rope V-Bridge, all 40 feet off the 
ground!

Note:
Fog Bridge only sets off water mist at certain times, see front desk for daily schedule

SKYWALK is ADA accessible, except for the Adventure Nets.



Outdoor Exhibits
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Anamorphic 
Bench

Dino Trek

Dino Dig/Dino 
Tracks
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Outdoor Exhibits
Things to know:

Anamorphic Bench: This bench looks normal, but your body doesn’t! Sit on the marvelously stretched-out seat. 

Dino Trek: Embark on a journey of discovery as you see, hear and learn about these most famous and fantastic 
creatures of the past.

Dino Dig/Dino Tracks: It’s your turn to be a paleontologist! Excavate a dinosaur skeleton and investigate fossilized 
dinosaur tracks!

Gyroid: Crawl through a wild mathematical playground climber unlike anything you’ve seen before.

Note:

Dino Trek is ADA accessible, but the Treacherous Trail loop is quite steep.


